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Wald and~lo1fowitz (1948) first proved that sequential probability ratio tests (SPRT's) possess a strong optimality property. Improvements on their statement of optimality have been given by Wijsman (1960 and 1963 ) and by J. K. Ghosh (1961 We shall show that (1) can be replaced by the weaker assumption (4) imply that ",I + ",I < '" + '"
but permit one of the inequalities in (1) to be violated.
As an aside, it appears to us that these ratios (the B's) may be more useful measures of error than are error probabilities. For instance, they appear in the fundamental result Thus, the error probability in the numerator is being norr.lalized terminates.
by a probability of non-crror in the denominator.) Besides the result we have mentioned, we shall discuss another 1vell known result which can be strengthened by replacing assumptions about error probabilities with assumptions about normalized error probabilities. We suspect that r.1any other examples could be found. (1-7T)W 1 which, in view of (5), implies
-4-Finally, (6) follows from (4) and (7). This is nost easily seen by first
showing that the conditions in (4) are algebraicly equivalent to and (6) is algebraicly equivalent to o
We shall now discuss another result which can be strengthened by the intro- 
